Airbus at Aircraft Interiors Expo 2019:
Focusing on widebody and single-aisle cabin leadership;
Enhancing the future cabin with our “Connected Experience”

 Visit Airbus at Hall B5, Stand 5A20: from Tuesday 2nd to Thursday 4th April
 Media Briefing & stand tour: Tuesday from 09h20 to 10h30
#A320 #A330 #A350 #Airspace #AIX2019
Toulouse, 28th March 2019 - Airbus showcases its latest cabin innovations at this year’s
Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg, Germany – the world’s largest event dedicated to the
aircraft interiors industry, in-flight entertainment, connectivity and passenger services.
At the Airbus stand this year (Hall B5, Stand 5A20), Airbus will display the latest full-scale
Airspace cabin mock-ups for the A320 – including its new overhead Airspace XL Bins and
full-flat seats for long range comfort; and an A220 cabin mock-up with both business and
economy seats – demonstrating how this aircraft offers the leading cabin experience in any
small single-aisle aircraft. Moreover, the booth will also feature the ‘Day & Night’ premium
concept for the A350 XWB; and there will also be an A320 Upgrade Services mock-up.
Virtual Reality Gears will allow visitors to experience all aircraft cabins.
Airbus is also leading the field with new innovations in the cabin, notably with our IoTenabling “Connected Experience”, creating a cabin ecosystem which seamlessly connects
cabin elements to provide a personalised passenger experience. In addition, Airbus is
providing a glimpse of the future flying experience with our new ‘Cabin Vision 2030’ –
inspired by airlines, tech companies and start-ups. At the stand, visitors can also explore
what’s new in terms of possible seat innovations for passengers’ comfort and airlines’
differentiation and efficiency.
This year Airbus is proud to have been shortlisted twice in the prestigious Crystal Cabin
Awards for the following achievements: The “Lower-Deck Passenger Experience Modules”,
in cooperation with Safran; and also for the new “X-tend Seat” concept over-wing exit seat for
single-aisle aircraft. The Crystal Cabin Awards ceremony is held on the evening of Tuesday
2nd where the winners will be revealed.
As well as attending the Airbus Cabin Media Briefing & exhibit tour on Tuesday morning with
news announcements, journalists are also invited to contact us to arrange one-to-one cabin
mock-up / demo tours plus expert interviews throughout the three days of the show.
***
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2018 it generated revenues of € 64 billion
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger
airliners. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one
of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military
rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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